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Beryl & Gael discuss the ‘new’ metalanguage for knowledge about language presented in the 
Australian Curriculum English (ACARA, 2010). Their discussion connects to practice by 
recounting how one teacher scaffolds her students through detailed understandings of noun 
and adjective groups in reading activities. The stimulus text is the novel ‘A wrinkle in time’ 
(L’Engle, 1962, reproduced 2007) and the purpose is to build students’ understandings so 
they can  work towards ‘expressing and developing ideas’ in written text (ACARA, 2010).  
 
The 2010 release of the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority’s 
(ACARA) Australian Curriculum English (hereafter ACE) heralded a new momentum for the 
teaching of English. Aside from the overt focus on multimodal text and three contemporary 
cross-curriculum priorities of ‘Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures’, 
‘Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia’ and ‘Sustainability’, the ACE introduces an 
innovative approach for talking about language conventions and their use. An overarching 
statement, taken from the ‘Language: Knowing about the English language’ section of the 
ACE (ACARA, 2010, p. 4-5), introduces the strand:  
 
[The Australian Curriculum] English uses standard grammatical terminology within a 
contextual framework, in which language choices are seen to vary according to the topics at 
hand, the nature and proximity of the relationships between the language users, and the 
modalities or channels of communication available.   
 
The innovation is the weaving of two different language theories. By way of explanation, the 
use of ‘standard grammatical terminology’ points to elements of traditional grammar 
(ACARA, 2010, p.4). The statement that ‘language choices are seen to vary’ according to the 
‘relationship between the language users’ and ‘modalities’ borrows from Systemic Functional 
Linguistics (hereafter SFL). This approach, refined by Michael Halliday (see Halliday & 
Matthiessen, 2004) when he was the Foundation Professor of Linguistics at the University of 
Sydney, has been adapted to some Australian school settings for a couple of decades under 
the term ‘functional grammar’. The ACARA statement also uses the term ‘contextual 
framework’, another element that draws on understandings of the ‘text in context’ model 
from SFL. The statement also refers to the three systems of meaning developed in SFL 
theory: field, tenor and mode. The ‘topics at hand’ concern the field or subject matter of the 
text. The ‘relationships between the language users’ is a description of tenor. There is also 
reference to ‘modalities’ or channels of communication. The important point is that the model 
of language appropriated in the ACARA ACE (2010) pays attention to both form (syntax) 
and function (semantics).  
 
In the next section, we recount how one Year Five teacher, Ms Imogen Nashon (pseudonym), 
employs this ‘new’ metalanguage to develop her students’ understandings of noun and 
adjective groups. She used a series of reading lessons as a precursor to a series of writing 
lessons focused on the ACE Year 5 learning outcome from the language strand (ACARA, 
2010):  
 
 Understand how noun and adjective groups can be expanded in a variety of ways to 
provide a fuller description of the person, thing or idea (ACELA1508) 
 
Ms Nashon is an experienced teacher working in a low-socio economic, high multi-cultural/  
multi-lingual context on Brisbane’s outskirts. Whilst Ms Nashon is an avid reader, her Year 5 
students are reluctant readers and generally speaking, hesitate with new genres. The students, 
however, are very responsive when Ms Nashon reads aloud from her extensive and wide-
ranging library collection. The current novel, ‘A wrinkle in time’, is written by Madeline 
L’Engle in 1962 and reprinted in 2007. This science fantasy recounts the experiences of a 
brilliantly minded but socially awkward adolescent named Meg (Margaret Murry) whose 
father disappears whilst he is working on a top-secret government project. The novel deals 
with a number of mature themes through the eyes of the young female protagonist, including 
the perennial ‘good versus evil’ and the pros and cons of social conformity. It is a challenging 
but satisfying read and the students actively engage in the multiple comprehension activities 
Ms Nashon introduces. In brief, during the read aloud sessions the students are encouraged to 
activate their prior knowledge, make predictions, connect to their own experiences, create 
mental images, draw inferences, discuss symbols and other literary devices and externalise 
their internal understandings (for example, see Tompkins, 2010). None of the students have 
seen the 2003 DVD release of ‘A wrinkle in time’, so they have to engage with Ms Nashon’s 
read-alouds. Students are not passive during Ms Nashon’s sessions; ironically, ‘listening’ to 
reading is a ‘talking’ activity in Ms Nashon’s classroom.   
 
Ms Nashon wanted to capitalise upon the students’ enthusiasm for this novel to develop their 
written expression, in particular the use of noun and adjective groups. To this end, Ms 
Nashon identified two descriptive paragraphs, one each about the kitchen in Meg’s house and 
Meg’s attic bedroom. The following section recounts four focused activities developed by Ms 
Nashon.  
 
Activity 1: Visualising Meg’s kitchen from the altered text 
 
Before Ms Nashon introduced the two target paragraphs, she altered the very descriptive 
paragraph about the kitchen. She removed a lot of the detailed contained within the noun 
group. The amended text thus became (refer to Text 1):  
 
Text 1: Description of Meg’s kitchen with descriptive detail removed, adapted from “A 
wrinkle in time” (L’Engle, 1962, reproduced in 2007, pp. 12-13)  
 
Meg knelt. She was relaxed so her fears were gone. The coca steamed fragrantly in the 
saucepan; geraniums bloomed on the sills and there were chrysanthemums. The curtains were 
drawn. The furnace purred; the lights glowed. Outside, alone in the dark, the wind still 
battered against the house, but the power was subdued. Fortinbras let out a sigh.  
 
 
Through a teacher guided class discussion, Ms Nashon asked the students a series of 
comprehension questions about this passage. Given the students’ diverse linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds, she wanted to ensure students had control of the vocabulary (Allington, 
2006) and could discuss the passage at a literal, inferential and evaluative level. Discussion 
then turned to the author’s purpose, that of ‘painting a picture with words’ for this was 
neither an action nor dialogue scene. The students had to represent the text in visual form. 
The students shared their works and entered into an open discussion to justify some of their 
design decisions. The purpose of this activity was not fully realised until the students had a 
point of comparison; Activity 2 provided that.  
 
Activity 2: Visualising Meg’s kitchen from the actual text 
 
This time, Ms Nashon read the actual passage (refer to Text 2) and again invited the students 
to account for the vocabulary choices and engage with literal, inferential and evaluative 
comprehension questions.  
 
Text 2: Description of Meg’s kitchen from “A wrinkle in time” (L’Engle, 1962, 
reproduced in 2007, pp. 12-13)  
 
Meg knelt at her mother’s feet. The warmth and light of the kitchen had relaxed her so that 
her attic fears were gone. The coca steamed fragrantly in the saucepan; geraniums bloomed 
on the window sills and there was a bouquet of tiny yellow chrysanthemums in the centre of 
the table. The curtains, red, with a blue and green geometrical pattern, were drawn, and 
seemed to reflect their cheerfulness throughout the room. The furnace purred like a great, 
sleepy animal; the lights glowed with steady radiance; outside, alone in the dark, the wind 
still battered against the house, but the angry power that had frightened Meg while she was 
alone in the attic was subdued by the familiar comfort of the kitchen. Underneath Mrs. 
Murry’s chair Fortinbras let out a contented sigh.  
 
 
After this substantial discussion, she again invited the students to represent the text in visual 
form. The students’ interpretations were more specific and they proceeded with confidence, 
such was the clarity and precision of L’Engle’s prose. There was much discussion about the 
possibilities of meaning carried by each and every descriptive word. Sometimes the 
descriptions offered a relatively uniform visualisation, for example, a bouquet of tiny yellow 
chrysanthemums in the centre of the table. The point is that a bouquet is a ‘bouquet’; it is 
neither a sheath nor a pot. Likewise, the description of tiny yellow chrysanthemums offers 
very little alternative interpretation. Other noun groups, particularly those trained on 
metaphoric representations, were interpreted and visually represented in multiple ways. For 
example, [purred like]a great sleep animal, [with] a steady radiance, the angry power, 
pushed students to new forms of visual representation. Through much discussion and 
evaluation of students’ varying efforts, the group came to appreciate the function of 
descriptive language for creating the physical and emotional context inherent in quality 
literary texts.  
 
Activity 3: The structure of noun groups 
 
Activity 3 offered the students a chance to ‘discover’ the structure of the noun group. Ms 
Nashon had two points of justification, one each for reading and writing. Following 
Derewianka’s (2011, p. 42) advice, when students are reading, ‘it is useful if they can see the 
noun group as a “chunk of information” rather than a string of individual words’. In terms of 
writing outcomes, Derewianka (2011, p. 42) comments that ‘some students don’t take 
advantage of all the possibilities offered by the noun group’ and suggests that ‘it is worth 
spending some time on such features to improve students’ writing’.  
 
In another teacher lead class discussion, the students worked through Text 2 (L’Engle’s 
version), extracting the noun groups. ‘Noun groups’ is a grammatical term introduced in the 
ACARA ACE (2010, p. 79) to refer to ‘the group of words building on a noun’. Noun groups 
have a particular structure, although not all structural elements appear in every noun group. 
The ACARA ACE (2010, p. 79) glossary claims that noun groups usually have a predictable 
form. Derwianka (2011, p. 44-60) offers some ‘everyday’ functional terms for these different 
resources:      
 
 Pointer – tells ‘which one?’ and can include articles (‘the’, ‘a’, ‘an’), demonstratives 
(e.g. ‘this’, ‘those’) or possessives (e.g. ‘my’, ‘Ann’s’) 
 Quantifiers – tells ‘how many?’ (e.g. ‘two’, ‘several’) 
 Describers – tells ‘what’s it like?’ and is usually realised by an adjective (e.g. 
‘wooden’) and can provide factual information (e.g. the ‘red’ box) or a more personal 
opinion (e.g. my ‘sweet’ baby) 
 Classifiers – tells ‘what type?’ and is usually presented as a noun (e.g. a ‘brick’ wall) 
or an adjective (e.g. an ‘electric’ razor)  
 HEAD NOUN 
 Qualifiers – tells ‘more’ by providing additional information, specifying further 
which person or thing is being talked about through phrases or embedded clauses (e.g. 
the girl ‘with the red shirt who was playing soccer’)  
 
Derewianka’s (2011) latest publication, ‘A new grammar companion for teachers’ devotes 
nearly twenty pages to a detailed description of each of these resources so we won’t elaborate 
here. Instead, our focus is on the pedagogies for realising the form of noun groups.  
 
Ms Nashon read each sentence in turn. Students identified the clauses (happenings) and from 
there identified the ‘places, people, ideas and things’ (see ACARA ACE, 2010, p. 79) to 
extract the group of words that made up the noun groups. Each noun group was considered in 
turn. The students were asked to ‘think aloud’ to try and ‘discover’ the structure of the noun 
group. Ms Nashon asked students to identify the ‘job’ (function) of each word within the 
noun group. With some guided questioning and assistance with labelling the columns, the 
students settled on the following analysis. Text 2 used more describers and qualifiers than 
quantifiers and classifiers. The students reasoned that classifiers are less useful to a narrative 
paragraph focused on description and are more commonplace in factual texts such as 
information reports. Some of the noun groups used either describers or qualifiers and some of 
the noun groups used both describers and qualifiers. The point is that the students are  
drawing a link between form (syntax) and function (semantics) in their deliberations of 
author choice.   
 
Table 1: Expanding noun groups – Text 2 
 
  
HEAD 
NOUN 
 
qualifier 
tells more 
pointer 
tells 
which one 
quantifier 
tells how 
many 
 
describer 
tells what 
it’s like  
 
classifier 
tells what 
type 
her 
mother’s 
   feet 
 
 
the    warmth and 
light 
of the kitchen 
 
her   attic fears  
the    coca  
the    saucepan  
    geraniums  
the   window sills  
a    bouquet of tiny yellow 
chrysanthemums 
 
the    centre of the table 
 
the    curtains red, with a blue and 
green geometric pattern 
their    cheerfulness  
the    furnace  
a  great, 
sleepy 
 animal 
 
 
the    lights  
  steady  radiance 
 
 
the    dark  
the    wind  
the    house  
the  angry  power that had frightened Meg 
while she was alone in 
the attic 
the  familiar  comfort of the kitchen 
 
Mrs. 
Murry’s 
   chair  
a  contented  sigh 
 
 
 
 
Activity 4 – The deliberately sparse noun group 
 
As an experienced teacher, Ms Nashon knew the dangers of teaching expanded noun groups 
in isolation. As a point of contrast, she drew out another paragraph that offered a description 
of Meg’s bedroom (refer Text 3).  
 
Text 3: Description of Meg’s bedroom from “A wrinkle in time” (L’Engle, 1962, 
reproduced in 2007, pp. 7) 
 
The wide wooden floorboards were cold against her feet. Wind blew in the crevices about the 
window frame, in spite of the protection the storm sash was supposed to offer. She could hear 
wind howling in the chimneys. From all the way downstairs she could hear Fortinbras.... 
 
 
Together, Ms Nashon and the students identified clauses (happenings) and from there, the 
noun groups that represented ‘places, people, ideas and things’ (ACARA ACE, 2010, p. 79). 
They mapped the form of the noun groups onto the array. Text 3 is remarkable for its 
unremarkable treatment of the noun group. 
 
Table 2: Expanding noun groups – Text 3 
 
  
HEAD 
NOUN  
 
 
qualifier 
tells more 
pointer 
tells 
which 
one 
 
quantifier 
tells how 
many 
describer 
tells what 
it’s like 
classifier 
tells what 
type 
 
the  wide  wooden  floorboards  
her    feet  
the     crevices  
the    window frame  
the     protection  
the   storm sash  
the     chimneys  
 
Compared with the analysis of Text 2, the most striking point of difference is the length of 
the noun groups. Each noun group is efficient in the extreme. Carefully chosen words create 
an economy of description that reflects the dank and unpleasant bedroom experience. When 
the class discussion turned to function, the students hypothesised that by saying ‘very little’, 
the author was saying ‘a lot’. The author was trying to convey a less ‘owned’ environment, 
something that was more distant from the warmth and pleasure of the family kitchen. The 
second reason the author may not have capitalised on description was that she wanted to 
quickly set the scene and move onto Meg’s night-time walk through the dimly lit house. 
Action wasn’t going to happen in the bedroom, so there was little merit in investing in a 
detailed description.  
 
In conclusion, this recount of Ms Nashon’s series of English language lessons offers a 
valuable insight into the careful and deliberate pedagogies for building knowledge about 
language. Ms Nashon does not hold back because she is working with reluctant readers or 
with students who come from multi-lingual backgrounds. What is salient is her careful 
consideration of small excerpts of text, her expertly woven ‘talk pedagogy’ and the shared 
metalanguage that is being ‘discovered’. Ms Nashon and the students now have a common 
framework for talking about the grammatical elements of noun groups and a crucial point of 
reference for developing writing skills. Another valid point borne out of this analysis of 
research is that built-up noun groups do not always serve the text. There seems to be a time 
and a place for conciseness of expression. The reality of this was exposed only when samples 
of text were compared and considered in terms of form and function. Finally, Ms Nashon’s 
work shows how understandings about expressing and developing ideas can be logically and 
productively located in reading comprehension activities that engage students’ mind and 
senses.  
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